Subject: Supplying, Installation, Commissioning and Testing of Split Air conditioners (4 Nos. 1.0 Tonne and 2 Nos. 1.5 Tonne Capacity alongwith voltage stabilizers of approved make at EPI sundargarh project office, Sundargarh, Odisha, pin-7110001)

Ref. No. NIT No. - ERO/MMD/731/1077 dtd 01.06.2017

Due to some inadvertent technical error the Vol-II (Price bid) of the subject NIT has been wrongly uploaded, please view the corrigendum document for correct one.

All other Description, terms & conditions of NIT No. - ERO/MMD/731/1077 dtd 01.06.2017 remain unchanged.

GGM(MMD)
Engineering Projects (India) Ltd.

Date: 05.06.2017